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Abstract
A novel model of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis is presented. The
axis is an endocrine system responsible for coping with stress and it is likely to
be involved in depression. The dynamics of the system is studied and existence,
uniqueness and positivity of the solution and the existence of an attracting trapping
region are proved. The model is calibrated and compared to data for healthy and
depressed subjects. A sensitivity analysis resulting in a set of identifiable physio-
logical parameters is provided. A subset is selected for parameter estimation and
a reduced version of the model is stated and an approximated version is discussed.
The model is physiologically based, thus parameters are representative for gland
functions or elimination processes. Hence the model may be used for pointing out
pathologies by parameter estimation and hypothesis testing whereby it may be
used as an objective and refined method for diagnosing depression and suggesting
individual treatment protocols. Finally, the method may inspire pharmaceutical
companies to develop target specific psychopharmaca for more effective and indi-
vidual treatment.
Keywords: Depression, HPA axis, Patient Specific, Mathematical Modeling,
Non-Linear ODE Model, Parameter Estimation, Clinical Impact, Bio-marker.
1. Introduction
Depression is a mental disease diagnosed by psychiatrists. Such diagnoses are
based on patient interviews and symptoms with uncertainties as high as 30% as a
consequence [7]. However, it is commonly believed that depression is caused by
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Figure 1: Illustration of the HPA axis. CRH released from hypothalamus stimulates the synthesis
and release of ACTH in the pituitary. ACTH is transported to the adrenal cortex stimulating the
synthesis and release of cortisol. Cortisol feeds back by inhibiting the synthesis of CRH and
ACTH. The observed circadian rhythm in ACTH and cortisol is synchronized by the SCN. (a)
Anatomy of the HPA axis. (b) Diagram of the dynamics of the model (1-4) in Section 3.2. The
rates indicated at the figure agree with those in Equations (1-4) and are further discussed in Section
3.3.
malfunctions in the Hypothalamic-Pituitary-Adrenal (HPA) axis - a coupled en-
docrine system [9, 12, 20, 40]. The HPA axis regulates the level of glucocorticoid
hormones in the blood. The hormone cortisol is essential for maintenance of body
homeostasis as a response to both mental and physical stress. It converts glycogen
into glucose. Keeping the cortisol concentration within a certain range is impor-
tant: A too high level of cortisol (hypercortisolism) can cause depression, dia-
betes, visceral obesity or osteoporosis if maintained over longer periods of time.
A too low concentration (hypocortisolism) is not desirable either, since it can re-
sult in a disturbed memory formation or life-threatening adrenal crisis beyond
depression. [11] Apart from this, the secretion and clearance of cortisol plays a
role in the acute inflammatory response where it acts as an anti-inflammatory me-
diator in the system. [46, 48] The secretion of cortisol is regulated by a feedback
system. Hippocampus stimulates hypothalamus to secrete corticotropin releasing
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hormone (CRH) into the portal blood vessel of the hypophyseal stalk, where it
is transported to the anterior pituitary stimulating the synthesis and release of
adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) into the systemic circulation. ACTH is
transported by the blood circulation to all regions of the body especially to the
adrenal cortex, where it stimulates the production and release of cortisol. Cortisol
feeds back on the hypothalamus and inhibits synthesis of CRH and ACTH, lead-
ing to a negative feedback on cortisol. [18, 30, 41] The anatomy of the HPA axis
is illustrated in Figure 1(a).
The secretion of cortisol has been studied in many cases revealing both cir-
cadian and ultradian oscillations in the concentration [8, 9, 10, 16, 41]. Also the
release of ACTH follows similar patterns prior to that for cortisol by about 10
minutes. In humans, the circadian rhythm is observed as low concentrations of
cortisol in the very early hours followed by an increase during the early morning
hours. The cortisol level peaks around noon and returns toward the low level over
the evening and early night. During most of the night cortisol fluctuates around
the low level. The circadian rhythm is mainly synchronized by the circadian clock
at the suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) located in the hypothalamus in the brain [1].
It is generally believed that the circadian pattern is modulated by exogenous fac-
tors such as daylight, temperature, psychological as well as physical stress, but
that the ultradian pattern is caused by intrinsic dynamics of the HPA axis itself
[13, 19, 32, 36, 54]. According to Chrousos [10], the frequency of the ultradian
oscillations are rather insensitive to stress whereas the amplitude increases as a
consequence of stress. A typical example of ACTH and cortisol data is shown in
Figure 2 in Section 5.
The function of the HPA axis may be elegantly summarized by quoting Kurt
Vonnegut Jr. whom in the novel Breakfast of Champions poetically wrote [51],
My mind sent a message to my hypothalamus, told it to release
the hormone CRF [=CRH] into the short vessels connecting my hy-
pothalamus and my pituitary gland. The CRF [=CRH] inspired my
pituitary gland to dump the hormone ACTH into my blood stream.
My pituitary had been making and storing ACTH for just such an
occasion, and nearer and nearer the zeppelin came. And some of the
ACTH in my bloodstream reached the outer shell of my adrenal gland,
which had been making and storing glucocorticoids for emergencies.
My adrenal gland added the glucocorticoids to my bloodstream. They
went all over my body, changing glycogen into glucose. Glucose was
muscle food. It would help me fight like a wildcat or run like a deer.
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Understanding the interplay between the various elements of the HPA axis
is interesting and important. Since several feedback mechanisms are working
simultaneously in the HPA axis, cause and effect may be hard to distinguish. A
mathematical model may help in understanding this and can be a useful tool for
pointing out different ways in which malfunctioning may occur. More specifically,
if we are able to estimate parameters based on a correct model of the HPA axis and
individual data, parameters varying significantly between groups of depressed and
normal subjects can possibly be identified. By measuring concentrations of the
hormones ACTH and cortisol in blood plasma samples, such varying parameters
characterize the state of the disease and at the same time pinpoint the mechanisms
which are malfunctioning.
2. Previous mathematical modeling of the HPA axis
Early attempts of establishing objective markers for diagnosing depression
based on hormone levels and patterns produced by the HPA axis have not been
successful [9, 12, 43]. Among such attempts are ultradian oscillation pattern [43],
mean concentration of cortisol and ACTH [9, 12, 43, 39] and approximated en-
tropy [9]. Only in one recent case a statistically significance marker was found.
In [39] a mixture density function and cluster analysis approach are showing that
the outcome of three clusters turn out to be statistically related to non-depressed
subjects, hypercortisolemic depressed subjects and hypocortisolemic depressed
subjects. It is shown that healthy subjects may have an elevated (suppressed) level
of cortisol or ACTH, however, the healthy system is able to deal with such ele-
vated (suppressed) levels by compensating through suppressing (stimulating) the
other component. Depressed subjects, however, are incapable of making such
compensation.
It is commonly known that cortisol inhibits the secretion of CRH through glu-
cocorticoid receptors (GR) situated in the hypothalamus [52]. In addition, cortisol
also performs a negative feedback on the secretion of ACTH through GR situated
in pituitary [47]. This description is called ’the minimal model’ of the HPA axis
and has been thoroughly investigated in [50]. In [6, 24, 27, 28, 31, 44, 45, 50]
the splitting of the circadian and ultradian rhythms is assumed in such a way that
the ultradian rhythm is considered an inherent behavior of the HPA axis whereas
the circadian rhythm is thought of as an external input to the axis. All of these
models consists of systems of coupled non-linear ordinary differential equations.
Despite differences in their approach, the common aim was to examine the system
for persistent oscillations. In [44, 45, 50] this was done by looking for a possible
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Hopf-bifurcation of stable fixed points guaranteeing oscillating solutions. How-
ever, as documented in [50] such ’minimal model’ of the HPA axis is not capable
of reproducing the characteristics seen in data using reasonable parameter values.
This suggests that persistent ultradian oscillations arise from other mechanisms
[26, 25, 49]. It has been suggested that the ultradian oscillations may arise from
the introduction of a time delay [4, 50]. However, it is mathematically easy to im-
pose oscillations by introducing time-delays and investigations show that rather
large time-delays are needed (i.e. at least 18 minutes) compared to well-known
mechanisms [50]. Furthermore, it has been suggested that the ultradian oscilla-
tions are imposed from outside. A last possibility is that something is missing in
the minimal description of the HPA axis. In the latter case, we have suggested the
inclusion of mechanisms from hippocampus [2, 3].
In the work of Jelić et al. [24], it is assumed that changes in the dynamics of
CRH are negligible and thus large time-delays produce ultradian rhythms. The
circadian rhythm of cortisol is modeled as an external periodic function while the
model is not calibrated to data and the concentration of CRH is considered to be
without influence. Conrad et al. [11] lump CRH and ACTH into one variable.
While the CRH-ACTH variable stimulates cortisol, the cortisol variable has both
a positive and negative feedback on the CRH-ACTH variable. Only the circadian
rhythm of ACTH and cortisol is seen in the data and explained by the model,
thus the ultradian rhythm is not considered. A four dimensional model including
the variables CRH, ACTH, cortisol and glucocorticoid receptors (GR) in the pitu-
itary is presented by Gupta et al. [18]. The validation of the model is performed
by simulating the cortisol level by feeding experimental human ACTH data into
the equation for cortisol. The ACTH prediction of the model is not validated,
with the argument that the hypothalamic derived CRH cannot be measured and
simulations of the closed model did not produce oscillations. In recent work by
Hosseinichimeh et al. [22], a meta-analysis of five models published before 2015
are performed using the partial prediction method and the authors conclude that
the model proposed by Andersen et al. [2] provides the best overall open loop
fits. In Mershon et al. [34] the existence of a CRH-oscillator in the isolated hy-
pothalamus was suggested based on experiments and in Gudmand-Hoeyer et al.
[17] an elaborated model, specifically including hippocampal dynamics was de-
veloped. Following Mershon et al. [34] the ultradian oscillations are driven by a
CRH pulse generator. Non-Linear Mixed Effects (NLME) modeling showed that
two parameters influenced ultradian frequency and that amplitude deviated sig-
nificantly for 29 subjects divided into three groups, hypercortisolemic depressed,
hypocortisolemic depressed and a control group. Similarly, a parameter describ-
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ing the elimination of ACTH deviates significantly between the three groups. This
parameter influences the mean values of ACTH and cortisol. The model is not in-
cluded in the meta-analysis by Hosseinichimeh et al. [22] since the publications
appeared approximately simultaneously.
The present model is based on an abstract by Ottesen [38] for the IFAC Congress
2011 in Milan where a comprehensive three dimensional model capable of pro-
ducing realistic circadian as well as ultradian rhythms in the concentrations of
CRH, ACTH and cortisol was proposed. The model has been analyzed and modi-
fied in [42] and further developed and analyzed in [5]. Like the previous model
[17], this model was superior to the rest in fitting data. The model is antecedent for
the model presented in Section 3 and it generates the circadian rhythm by an en-
dogenous function of time incorporated in the equation for CRH. Unlike the pre-
vious considered models, the production of CRH up-regulates its own production
in accordance with experimental evidence reported in the literature [33, 35, 53].
The novelty of the model is the omission of the hippocampal dynamics aiming
at a ’minimal model’ concept. Except for some second order couplings (inhi-
bitions) the parsimonious principle is followed. The overall idea is to describe
the ultradian oscillations by slowly damped (spiral stable) oscillations instead of
demanding sustained ultradian oscillations. The model is not included in the meta-
analysis by Hosseinichimeh et al. [22], presumably since it was not been published
until now.
3. Novel model of the HPA axis
3.1. Data
The data come from a study described by Carroll et al. [9], where healthy con-
trols and depressive humans were included. Concentrations were measured within
ten minute intervals over 24 hours, which highlights the ultradian pulses in both
ACTH and cortisol. The main purpose of this model is to describe the circadian
and ultradian rhythms seen in data (on time-scales 24 hours and 1-2 hours) and not
the small fluctuations which can be considered as noise (on time-scale 10 minutes
or less). To facilitate computational fitting of parameters to model output, data
were smooted using a moving average over five neighboring points, see Figure 2.
The analysis includes normal subjects, i.e. having no known pathologies, disease
or abuse, and subjects diagnosed as having hypercortisolemic depression but no
other known pathologies, disease or abuse.
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Figure 2: The raw data are illustrated by the black circles and the red solid line represents the
smoothened data, using a moving average filter with a span of five neighboring points.
3.2. HPA axis model
A diagram of the model dynamics in Equations (1-4) is illustrated in Figure 1(b)
in Section 1. In the model, the rate of change in CRH is given by two production
rates and a first order elimination term (Equation (1)). The production consists
of a small baseline production rate and a state dependent rate term. The last is a
product of three factors: a circadian function (to be discussed below), an inhibit-
ing cortisol dependent factor (a declining Hill-function) and an auto-up-regulating
factor in CRH itself (Michaelis-Menten expression). [33, 35, 53]. The rate of
change in ACTH is described by two terms (Equation (2)): The production rate is
inhibited by cortisol, described as a declining Michaelis-Menten expression and
is otherwise proportional to CRH, the stimulating ligand. The elimination term is
of first order. Finally, the rate of change in cortisol (Equation (3)) is stimulated
by the ACTH concentration squared and is exposed to a first order elimination. In
contrast to previous models, we allow a positive feedback in hypothalamus, i.e.
CRH is auto-regulated. Another novelty is the inclusion of non-linear terms in the
feedback and the feedforward which act synergistically, i.e. large concentrations
of ACTH and cortisol affect the production of cortisol and CRH, respectively,
more than small concentrations [23]. Finally, a periodically extended bell-like
function C(t) models the observed circadian rhythm of the system caused by the
’circadian clock’ synchronized by the suprachiasmaticus nucleus (SCN). The ul-
tradian oscillations will manifest itself as weakly damped in response to sudden




















where x1, x2 and x3 denote the concentrations of CRH, ACTH and cortisol, re-
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describes the circadian rhythm for t ∈ [0, T ] by the product of two Hill functions.
The time unit is minutes and tm can be calculated as tm = (t−δ ) modulo T , with
T = 1440 minutes corresponding to 24 hours. Thus, C(t) for t ∈ [0, T ] is extended
periodically and shifted by the phase δ . Note C(t) is bounded between ε and 1.
We will refer to this model as the full model in the following.
3.3. Parameters
Parameter values for a hypercortisolemic depressed group of subject and for a
control group appear in Table 1 as those for a specific subject appear in Table A.3-
A.4 in Appendix A. The interpretation of the parameters are as follows,
• k describes the steepness of the increasing Hill-function at the half satu-
ration point tm = α , while l descibes the steepness of the decreasing Hill-
function at tm = β appearing in C(t). ε represents the basic contribution
from the ’circadian clock’, which occurs during the night. δ describes the
time shifting of the circadian rhythm observed in different subjects and Nc
is a normalization constant.
• The parameter a0 is included in the equation for x1 to model a basic level
of secretion of CRH. This seems reasonable from a biological perspective
since it also ensures strict positivity of the model. a0 only makes a sig-
nificant contribution to the system if the concentration of CRH is low and
should thus be set to a small number (it is approximately 7% smaller than
the other rate terms in Equation (1) under normal conditions. The smaller a
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value the more pronounced ultradian oscillations). Whether such small but
hypothetical baseline production corresponds to a constant release of CRH
or if it represents a background level, e.g. due to lack of well-mixing in the
space surrounding the hypothalamus is presently not known.
• a1 represents the strength of the auto-up-regulation of x1, thus it represents
the maximal synthesis of CRH under influence of the ’circadian clock’ mod-
eled by C(t) as mentioned.
• a2 is multiplied by x3 and controls the inhibition of the synthesis of CRH
through cortisol. The inhibition of CRH is modeled by a second order term
in x3. Considering the mechanism as a chemical reaction, this can be inter-
preted as a cooperative effect. This model choice means that small concen-
trations of cortisol (x3 1) has a minor influence, while the effect of large
concentrations (x3 1) is more extensive.
• µ , in the Michaelis-Menten function involving x1, is the half-saturation con-
stant. Thus µ determines the level of x1 at which the Michaelis-Menten
function will reach half of its saturation value. The Michealis-Menten ex-
pression is included to ensure boundness of solutions but makes biological
meaning since it reflects that the self-up-regulation mechanism has a satu-
ration.
• a3 denotes the strength of the stimulation of x2 by x1 in the absence of
cortisol.
• a4 represents the magnitude of the inhibition of the synthesis of ACTH by
x3.
• a5 describes the stimulation of cortisol by ACTH. x2 is included in the equa-
tion in squared form, which can be interpreted as a cooperative effect in
analogy with the inhibition of CRH by cortisol.
• The parameters ω1, ω2 and ω3 are interpreted as the elimination rates of
CRH, ACTH and cortisol, respectively. These parameters have been inde-
pendently examined in several studies and their parameter values are there-
fore better specified than is the case for the other parameter values.
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4. Analysis of the model
4.1. Trapping region
The vector field on the right-hand-side of Equations (1-3) is Lipschitz contin-
uous (see proof in Appendix B), hence existence and uniqueness of solution is
guaranteed. Thus the existence of attraction trapping regions may be established
guaranteeing persistence and boundedness of solutions for any physiologically
perturbation.
Let x = (x1,x2,x3)T be a solution to the system (1-3) and assume that all pa-
rameter values are positive and the initial conditions are non-negative. Then pos-
itivity of the system and the existence of a positive trapping region, TR follows.
Furthermore, this trapping region is attractive, i.e. let TR ⊂ (R+ ∪{0})3 be the
trapping region and x(t0) ∈ (R+ ∪{0})3\TR then x(t) ∈ TR for t > t1, for some
t1 > t0.
To prove the existence of TR, first the lower bounds and then the upper bounds
are found. The lower bounds also ensure positivity of the system. Consider Equa-
tion (1) for x1 = 0, thus dx1dt = a0 > 0. Hence the solution cannot cross the plane
{x ∈ R3 : x1 = 0} in negative direction due to the uniqueness of the solution. So
for a given x1(t0)≥ 0 then x1(t)> 0 for all t > t0. Then considering Equation (3)




2 ≥ 0. Hence x3(t0) ≥ 0 implies that x3(t) ≥ 0 for





> 0 for all t > t0 if x1 > 0 and x3 ≥ 0. Thus it follows from the
uniqueness of the solution, that x2(t) ≥ 0 for x2(t0) ≥ 0 and t > t0. This in fact
implies that x3(t)> 0 for all t > t0. This constitutes the positivity and at the same
time constructs the lower bounds of TR.








−ω1x1 ≤ a0 +a1−ω1x1.
where we have used that C(t) is bounded between ε and 1. Thus we have that
dx1



















This proves the existence of an attracting trapping region TR where solutions start-
ing outside TR are attracted into the region and solutions inside cannot leave the
region. For further details see [5].
Moreover, all the compact sets
TR(ε) = {x ∈ (R+∪{0})3 : x1 ≤M1+ ε,x2 ≤M2x1+ ε,x3 ≤M3x2+ ε}
for arbitrary ε ≥ 0 are attracting trapping regions. It is amusing to note, that
any solution beginning outside TR(ε) will enter this trapping region in finite time
for any ε > 0. This result follows easily from the fact that continuous functions
achieve their minimum on compact intervals. However, the argument may fail in
the limit ε→ 0.
4.2. Dynamics of the system
The dynamics of the system is investigated for fixed values of the function C(t)
describing the circadian rhythm. C(t) is a bounded function, with a slow variation
over time compared to the ultradian time-scale of the three variables. This slow
time variation suggests an investigation of the system for different fixed values of
C(t) in the interval I = [min0≤t{C(t)}, max0≤t{C(t)}], for the default parameter
values reported in Appendix A. In the following, the system is investigated for
fixed values of C(t) =C0 ∈ I.
The equilibrium points of the system for constant C(t) = C0 are found. Only





T , to system (1-3) is found numerically
and it depends explicitly on the value of C0 [5].
By determining the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix at the steady state, it
is possible to investigate the stability of the equilibrium. The eigenvalues of the
Jacobian matrix for the equilibrium are studied numerically for different fixed
values of C0 ∈ I and they are all of the form
λ1 =−a+ ib, λ2 =−a− ib, and λ3 =−c (5)
where a, b and c > 0. There is one negative eigenvalue and two complex con-
jugated eigenvalues with negative real part. This means that the equilibria are
hyperbolic sink-focuses (spirals) and the points are stable for the nominal param-
eter values. For further details see [5].
Figure 3 shows the equilibrium for different fixed values of C(t) = C0 ∈ I. It
is seen that the equilibrium occurs at different positions in the phase space for
different choices of C0. A solution curve with time-dependent C(t) is also shown
in the figure. The figure illustrates how the solution twists around the temporary
equilibrium points for fixed C0. The solution curve is shown for two days, where
the thin gray orbit represents the transient period.
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Figure 3: The three dimensional phase space of the HPA system. The equilibrium for fixed values
of C(t) = C0 ∈ I are marked by black dots. The orbit represents a solution curve, where the thin
gray curve illustrates the transient period and the full red curve the periodic solution.
5. Results
5.1. Sensitivity, subset selection and parameter estimation
Nominal values for the parameters in Equations (1-3) were found by adjust-
ing these to obtain a model output close to data. Sensitivity analysis was used to
analyze if the remaining parameters were sensitive with respect to the model out-
put {x2,x3}. Results showed that parameters in {a2,µ,a3,a4} were insensitive,
while parameters in {a0,a1,a5,ω1,ω2,ω3,δ} were sensitive, see , see Appendix
C. Insensitive parameters were kept fixed at their nominal parameter values (given
in Appendix A), while sensitive parameters were estimated to minimize the least
squares error between model predictions and the data for ACTH and cortisol con-
centrations as suggested in [37].
In general, it is not possible to show (mathematical) identifiability for non-
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linear ordinary differential equations consequently exact identifiability is not shown.
The analysis concludes that it is possible to consider the full model as a model with
a reduced number of parameters, denoted the reduced model.
The parameters in the subset are estimated by minimizing the dimensionless,

















where ACT Hi and CORTi represents the i’th data point of the relevant subject
while x2,i and x3,i are the corresponding model predictions of ACTH and cortisol
respectively, at time point i. ACT H and CORT denote the mean of the data set for
the relevant subject over 24 hours and are used as weights in the function, which is
important since the two data sets are of different scales, but fitted simultaneously.
Fits with the optimized parameter for the normal subjects are shown in Figure 4.
The simulations of the model for the individual estimated parameters are shown
and compared to the raw data and the smoothened data. The hypercortisolemic
depressed subjects are treated similar and the graphs for the hypercortisolemic
subjects can be found in the Supplementary materials.
In Figure 5, the model output, the standardized residuals against the predicted
values, a frequency histogram of the residuals and a QQ plot are shown for the
normal subject (f). The histogram and QQ plot suggest that the residuals are
indeed normally distributed, while the standardized residuals do not reveal any
structure or outliers to cause any major concern. Similar analysis for the other
subjects were made confirming the fits (see Supplementary materials).
5.2. Healthy versus hypercortisolemic depressed groups
As described in Section 5.1, parameters of the subset selection has been esti-
mated for normal (Control) and hypercortisolemic depressed (Hyper) subjects.
Thus the parameter values for the two groups may be compared. More specifi-
cally, the hypothesis (H0) of equal means for the two groups are tested by per-
forming a two-sample t-test. The results are shown in Table 1, where the mean
value for each parameter for the two groups including their standard deviation, the
p-values and the outcome of the hypothesis test using a 5 % significance level are
reported.
The t-tests reveal that three parameters vary between the two groups, namely
a0, a1 and δ (actually the δ parameter was tested by using the circular Gaus-
sian distribution, i.e. von Mises distribution, since the phase is modulo 24 hour).
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Table 1: The values of the estimated parameters and the remaining fixed parameters in the Equa-
tions (1-4) for control and hypercortisolemic depressed subjects, respectively. The estimated para-
meters are shown as the mean and the standard deviation of the estimations. The fixed parameters
appear without standard deviation. A hypothesis test (H0) for equal means are carried out and the
p-values and the result are shown. A hypothesis value (H0) of 1 means that the hypothesis can be
rejected at a 5 % significance level.
Control Hyper p-value H0 Unit
a0 4.71 ·10−2 ±4.89 ·10−2 1.31 ·10−1 ±8.25 ·10−2 4.47 ·10−2 1 pg/(mL ·min)
a1 6.84 ·1012 ±6.89 ·109 1.29 ·1013 ±1.55 ·1012 4.81 ·10−5 1 pg/(mL ·min)
a2 1.78 ·109 1.78 ·109 − − (dL/µg)2
µ 583 583 − − pg/mL
a3 2.28 ·104 2.28 ·104 − − min−1
a4 1.77 ·105 1.77 ·105 − − dL/µg
a5 3.81 ·10−4 ±2.39 ·10−4 3.03 ·10−4 ±1.47 ·10−4 4.82 ·10−1 0 µg/dLmin(pg/mL)2
ω1 4.49 ·10−2 ±1.22 ·10−2 4.57 ·10−2 ±1.25 ·10−2 9.04 ·10−1 0 min−1
ω2 2.25 ·10−2 ±1.47 ·10−2 1.46 ·10−2 ±4.82 ·10−3 2.16 ·10−1 0 min−1
ω3 2.01 ·10−2 ±1.11 ·10−2 2.10 ·10−2 ±5.89 ·10−3 8.67 ·10−1 0 min−1
δ 8.61 ·102 ±6.91 ·102 2.01 ·101 ±1.79 ·101 1.81 ·10−2 1 min
α 300 300 − − min
k 5 5 − − −
β 950 950 − − min
l 6 6 − − −
ε 0.01 0.01 − − −
Nc 0.5217 0.5217 − − −
Thus the diagnosed subjects have a disturbed basic production of CRH, auto-up-
regulation of CRH and/or circadian phase.
14




























































































































































































Figure 4: Simulation of the HPA axis model using the estimated parameters. Each row represents
a subject, the parameters are estimated individually for each subject.The simulations (red solid
lines) are compared to raw and smoothened data for ACTH and cortisol shown in left respective
right column (gray circles and black dashed lines, respectively).15
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Figure 5: Residual plots for normal subject (f). The frequency histogram of the residuals and the
QQ plot suggest normally distributed residuals and the standardized residuals plotted against the
predicted values are structureless and fall in the interval [−4,4].
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5.3. Approximated model
In Section 5.1 we noted that insensitive parameters {a2,µ,a3,a4} and para-
meters {Nc,k, l,α,β ,ε} used to predict the bell shaped circadian function were
not estimated. Instead of keeping parameters fixed at nominal values, we in-
vestigate if the model can be simplified without significantly altering the model
output. This means that rather than fixing some parameters in the full model (see
Section 5.1) we have performed a model reduction to obtain a fully identifiable
model. This model will be referred to as the approximated model.
First we note that 1 a2x23 and µ  x1 in Equation (1) and 1 a4x3 in
Equation (2) for all times for the nominal values of the parameters. Furthermore,
we emphasize that a3 is not identifiable since CRH is not measured. Thus a3 may
vanish by rescaling the CRH variable leaving the model output for ACTH and

















where b0 = a0a3/a4, b1 = a1/(a2µ), b3 = a3/a4 and y1 = b3x1 are the scaled para-
meters and variable. The unaltered parameters and variables are those appearing
in C(t) of Equation (4), the ωi for i = 1,2,3, b2 = a5, y2 = x2 and y3 = x3. The
interpretation of the parameters easily follows from Section 3. A sensitivity anal-
ysis of the parameters in the approximated model is provided in Supplementary
materials along with a comparison of the reduced and the approximated model in
conjunction to data. The analysis shows that all of the parameters of the approxi-
mated model are sensitive with respect to the output of the model.
Comprehensive numerical investigations show that the approximated model
approximates that of the reduced model. Qualitatively the reduced model cali-
brates data better than the approximated model: Looking at the figures, the re-
duced model is most accurate when considering the ultradian oscillations, but the
approximated model can be suitable when that is not the main purpose, e.g. when
considering the circadian rhythm. Figures showing comparisons of the reduced
and the approximated model can be found in Supplemental materials. Quantita-
tively the models may be compared using their Rw-values (defined in Equation (6),
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Section 5.1), see Table 2. The Rw values suggest that the approximated model is
almost as good as the reduced model. As indicated in the third column the varia-
tion is relatively large. However, as pointed out above, the reduced model is most
accurate when considering the ultradian oscillations.
Table 2: Comparison of Rw-values of the reduced and the approximated model for the subjects in
Supplentary material (in the same ordeR) and the mean over all subjects.








Reduced model (mean Rw) Approximated model (mean Rw) Percentage of difference
0.294 0.350 19.0
6. Discussion and conclusion
A novel model of the HPA axis is suggested along with a reduced and an ap-
proximated model. The accuracy of the full model is achieved by fitting subjects
of a control group and a hypercortisolemic group. This leads to the conclusion,
that the model is an adequate model describing the interactions in the human HPA
axis. The model has the desirable properties of existence, uniqueness and positiv-
ity of the solutions as well as the presence of a positive attracting trapping region.
Positivity and existence of an attracting trapping region is a necessary demand for
having a physiologically suitable model of the HPA axis. Such findings are con-
firmed by the simulations as illustrated in Figures 3 and 4, and takes over to the
reduced model.
A sensitivity analysis for the full model has been performed, showing that two
parameters (a5 and ω3) are leading and that a3 is not identifiable, since CRH is not
observed. The model outcome is also insensitive to variation in the parameters a2,
a4 and µ , hence none of these are practically identifiable [37]. Three parameters
are important when trying to fit all data sets, a5, ω3 and δ : a5 changes the ACTH
level but does not change the level of cortisol to a greater extend. ω3 has a great
impact on the frequency and amplitude of the ultradian oscillations in the outcome
for all three variables. Finally, δ is a highly essential parameter characterizing the
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instance of the circadian peak. The parameters, α , β , k, l and ε (and conse-
quently the derived parameter Nc) entering into the bell-shaped circadian function
(Equation (4)) are not subject for parameter estimation in the present investiga-
tion. These fixed parameters should ideally be included in the examination of the
model but thus the number of parameters exceed what is manageable. Illustrations
of the effect to the outcome by varying the parameters and the sensitivity analysis
appear in the Supplementary materials.
Using parameter estimation of the seven parameters a0, a1, a5, ω1, ω2, ω3 and
δ in the reduced model for healthy and hypercortisolemic depressed subjects gave
reliable fits (see Section 5 and Supplementary materials). The resulting model
simulations are adequate, with the greatest problem appearing to be the descrip-
tion of the oscillations of the right end tails of both ACTH and cortisol as shown
in Figure 4. This is a consequence of the periodicity of the model solutions,
which is not fully achieved by the data. Similar most ultradian oscillations in the
model become less pronounced than observed in data. This may to some degree
be improved by including the buffering effect from the transport molecule CBG.
Data and models show that ultradian oscillations are largest at circadian peaks
otherwise they tend to vanishes. This is explained by the model as the ultradian
oscillations are initiated by a steep increase in the circadian rhythm and as the
circadian curve C(t) declines more slowly the ultradian oscillations are damped.
The advantage of the present approach is (1) that the model is simple, thus the
parameter estimation runs fairly fast on a computer (approximately 10 minutes per
subject), (2) that it is based on empirical facts and in addition is semi-mechanistic
in nature, thus each parameter is related to processes for specific glands or specific
eliminations, which is an advantage in diagnostics, since it points toward potential
pathologies, (3) it is superior in fitting data which is a necessary demand for relia-
bility of the predictions. To our knowledge only one other model share most of the
same properties, namely the one presented by Gudmand-Hoeyer et al. [17]. How-
ever, that model is based on the physiological paradigm that ultradian oscillation
is due to a corticotropin-releasing hormone pulse generator in macaque hypothala-
mus (referring to Mershon et al. [34]) whereas the model in the present paper does
not have an ultradian pulse generator solely located in hypothalamus, a paradigm
going back to Engler et al. [14]. Amongst earlier models, only Gudmand-Hoeyer
et al. [17] have been able to fit individual data from a group of subjects equally
well. Finally, it is considered an advantage that the present method for comparing
subpopulations and individuals is fast and fairly straightforward. Using a local op-
timization algorithm in the parameter estimation procedure runs faster than global
methods but may fail to capture the (global) optimum, especially if subjects have
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parameters far away from the nominal values. It is not crucial to have measure-
ments every 10 minutes over 24 hours for using the present methods. However, if
one wants to capture ultradian oscillation with a period of 1-2 hours one should at
least sample data each 30 minutes.
We notice that our estimates for the elimination rates are 0.0337, 0.0205,
0.0238 min−1 for CRH, ACTH, and cortisol, respectively. For ACTH and cortisol
these deviates approximately by a factor two compared with previous estimates
using half-life rates. Andersen et al. [2] and Vinther et al. [50] report these to
be 0.035 and 0.009 min−1 respectively. Half-life rates are normally measured for
ACTH and cortisol by injecting an artificial large dose of the substance. Thus
the dynamics are expected to be dominated by the eliminations, which usually are
confirmed by semi-logarithmic plot of data. Mathematically this corresponds to
neglecting all but the elimination terms in the differential equations resulting in
an exponential decline in concentration. Hindmarsh and Charmandari [21] report
great variation in half-life rates for cortisol between 48 subjects (up to a factor
3.5). Moreover, for normal values of concentrations of the substances the elimi-
nation may be dominated by other mechanisms or non-linearity, e.g. threshold or
saturation phenomena may occur. Since our values are indeed confirmed by the
declining parts of the ultradian oscillations we rely on our values for the specific
subjects considered. For CRH the deviation is approximately a factor 5, but re-
liable direct measurements of CRH in the hypothalamic tract in healthy humans
is problematic for ethical reasons. Andersen et al. [2] and Vinther et al. [50] give
the rough half-life estimate 0.173 min−1 for CRH based on CRH measurements
reported in [15]. Thus a deviation of a factor 5 is considered acceptable compared
to variation for cortisol, which is a factor 3.5. We note that the model in all cases
are calibrated to ACTH and cortisol data and emphasize that this gives suitable
graphs for CRH concentrations too, see Figure 1 in Section 1.1 of Supplementary
material. These are obtained automatically without having addressed any require-
ment for CRH predictions. We note, the average value for our CRH predictions
are 15±8 pg/ml, which is consistent with the rough estimate 7.7 pg/ml appearing
in [15].
By statistical t-test on the achieved parameter estimates for hypercortisolemic
depressed and controls, three parameters are identified as deviating between the
two groups. These are a0,a1 and δ . Where the two first are related to the synthe-
sis of CRH the last one relates to the circadian rhythm. We notice that the model
differentiates between the groups in agreement with the findings in [39] where
mixture modeling and cluster analysis has been used. Hence, it is suggested that
the subjective psychological diagnose for hypercortisolemic depression could be
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substituted by testing whether a subject has significant different parameter values
for these three parameters. Hereby an objective method for diagnosing is sug-
gested. The method offers a refinement in the diagnosis as well since all combina-
tions of the parameters may appear and suggest individual treatment protocols. In
addition, such an objective method based on parameter estimation points out the
cause of depression which may be valuable for treatment as well as for the phar-
maceutical industry. When applying the model to differentiate between groups it
would be preferable to have a large number of subjects in each groups. Thereby
the statistical test would improve in quality. However, clinical examination is very
expensive and investigations on large cohorts do not exist.
An approximated model is presented which is practical identifiable, see sen-
sitivity analysis in Supplementary materials. Hereby the number of parameters is
reduced to seven parameters (i.e. b0, b1, b2, ω1, ω2, ω3 and δ ) and the model
becomes practical identifiable given data for ACTH and cortisol. The approxi-
mated model still fulfills the positivity condition but the arguments for uniqueness
and existence are violated. As a consequence the argument for proving especially
upper bounds for the trapping regions for the approximated model is corrupted.
An additional mathematical problem is that the equations have singularities as
y3 → 0+. However, this may be less critical from a biological point of view.
We note that the approximated model lack direct physiological foundation: The
amount of cortisol y3 appears in the denominators in Equations (7) and (8) and
both the elimination and the CRH auto-up-regulating terms are linear in y1. The
first means that the production terms tend to infinity as cortisol concentration goes
to zero. The second observation means that if b1/y32 > ω1 thus y1 will increase
toward infinity. This implies that y3 have to be greater than (b1/ω1)1/2 for y1
to decrease whereas it increase for y3 < (b1/ω1)1/2. Both of these behaviors
are counteracted by the fact that cortisol production subsequently will increase in
response. Comprehensive numerical investigations show that the approximated
model has outputs close to the reduced model. Qualitatively the reduced model
captures the ultradian oscillations seen in data more accurate than the approxi-
mated model. A quantitative comparison of their Rw-values can be found in Ta-
ble 2. The Rw-values suggest that the models are approximately equally good. If
capturing the ultradian oscillations accurately is less interesting the approximated
model may be suitable, e.g when interested in the circadian rhythm.
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Appendix A. Nominal parameter values for the HPA model
The nominal parameter values shown in Table A.3-A.4 are taken as those for
control subject (f) used for the simulations of the HPA axis model (1-3) presented
in Section 4.2.
Table A.3: Parameter values for the HPA axis model in (1-3), presented in Section 4.2 (represen-
ting control subject (f)).
No. Parameter Value Unit
1 a0 3.9031 ·10−4 pg/(mL min)
2 a1 6.8390 ·1012 pg/(mL min)
3 a2 1.7809 ·109 (dL/µg)2
4 µ 5.8300 ·102 pg/mL
5 a3 2.2803 ·104 min−1
6 a4 1.7745 ·105 dL/µg
7 a5 4.6170 ·10−4 µg/dLmin (pg/mL)2
8 ω1 0.0337 min−1
9 ω2 0.0205 min−1
10 ω3 0.0238 min−1
Table A.4: Parameter values for Equation (4), used for function creating the circadian rhythm for
control subject (f) in the HPA axis model presented in Section 4.2.
No. Parameter Value Unit
1 δ 83.8 min
2 α 300 min
3 k 5 −
4 β 950 min
5 l 6 −
6 ε 0.01 −
7 Nc 0.5217 −
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Appendix B. Lipschitz continuity
To prove existence and uniqueness of the solution to the Equations (1-3), the
right-hand-side must be Lipschitz continuous[29].
Consider the system in Equations (1-3) on the form
dx(t)
dt
= f (x, t)
x(t0) = x0,
where x(t) = (x1(t),x2(t),x3(t))T , x(t0) = x0 denotes the initial condition at time
t0 and f (x, t) is a vector containing the right-hand-side of the Equations (1-3). In
the following, it is shown that f (x, t) is Lipschitz continuous in x over any domain
D = {(x, t)| ‖ x− x0 ‖≤ η , t0 ≤ t ≤ t1},
with η > 0 and t1 > t0, i.e. there exists a constant L ≥ 0 such that
‖ f (x, t)− f (x∗, t) ‖≤L ‖ x− x∗ ‖
for all (x, t), (x∗, t) ∈D .
The Lipschitz continuity is shown using the L1-norm, since the equivalence
of finite-dimensional norms ensures that if f (x, t) is Lipschitz continuous in one
norm, it holds for any other norm (only the Lipschitz constant L may depend on
the chosen norm)[29]. Considering the L1-norm, it is seen that
‖ x−x∗ ‖1= |CRH(t)−CRH∗(t)|+|ACT H(t)−ACT H∗(t)|+|Cortisol(t)−Cortisol∗(t)|
and
‖ f (x, t)− f (x∗, t) ‖1= | f1(x, t)− f1(x∗, t)|+| f2(x, t)− f2(x∗, t)|+| f3(x, t)− f3(x∗, t)|.
Looking at the terms one by one, it can be shown, that ‖ f (x, t)− f (x∗, t) ‖1 is
bounded by L = L1 +L2 +L3 = a1 +(2a2 + a3a4 + 2a5)(η+ ‖ x0 ‖)+ a3 +
ω1 + ω2 + ω3. The following calculations show how to find L1, L2 and L3
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(assuming that all parameter values are positive) :
| f1(x, t)− f1(x∗, t)|=






































≤ (a1 +2 · (η+ ‖ x0 ‖) ·a2 +ω1) ‖ x− x∗ ‖
≡L1 ‖ x− x∗ ‖ .
The last inequality holds since∣∣∣∣ a2(Cortisol2− (Cortisol∗)2)(1+a2(Cortisol∗)2)(1+a2Cortisol2)
∣∣∣∣≤ |a2(Cortisol2− (Cortisol∗)2)|
≤ a2|Cortisol∗−Cortisol||Cortisol∗+Cortisol|
≤ a2· ‖ x− x∗ ‖ ·(‖ x ‖+ ‖ x∗ ‖)
≤ 2 ·a2(η+ ‖ x0 ‖) ‖ x− x∗ ‖ .
Considering the second term
| f2(x, t)− f2(x∗, t)|=














≤ a3a4 |CRH(Cortisol−Cortisol∗)|+a3 |CRH−CRH∗|+ω2 |ACT H−ACT H∗|
≤ (a3(a4(η+ ‖ x0 ‖)+1)+ω2) ‖ x− x∗ ‖
≡L2 ‖ x− x∗ ‖
and finally, the third term is bounded by
| f3(x, t)− f3(x∗, t)|=
∣∣a5ACT H2−ω3Cortisol− (a5(ACT H∗)2−ω3Cortisol∗)∣∣
≤ a5|ACT H−ACT H∗||ACT H +ACT H∗|+ω3|Cortisol−Cortisol∗|
≤ (2a5(η+ ‖ x0 ‖)+ω3) ‖ x− x∗ ‖
≡L3 ‖ x− x∗ ‖ .
Hence, ‖ f (x, t)− f (x∗, t) ‖ is bounded by L = L1 +L2 +L3 which means that
f (x, t) is Lipschitz continuous in x over D .
The Lipschitz continuity of f (x, t) over D implies that there exists an unique
solution to the Equations (1-3) at least up to a time t2 = min(t1, t0 +η/S) where
S = max
(x,t)∈D
‖ f (x, t) ‖, following from the existence and uniqueness theorem[29].
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Appendix C. Sensitivity analysis
The sensitivity of the model output yi, where y1 = ACTH and y2 = cortisol, to






 dyi/dθ1(ti1) · · · dyi/dθq(ti1)... ... ...
dyi/dθ1(tiki) · · · dyi/dθq(tiki)
 . (C.1)
where ti j is the ki instance of the j’th measurement corresponding to output i (see
Supplementary materials for illustration of the time dependent sensitivities). Fre-
quently the matrices Si are stacked upon each other, which is also denoted the
sensitivity matrix. The rank of this matrix is denoted the sensitivity rank and
tells how many sensitive parameters there are. For comparing sensitivities a di-
mensionless measure is needed and most frequently one uses relative sensitivities







whenever well-defined. The two-norm of each column may serve as an abso-
lute measure for comparing the sensitivity of each parameter (see Supplementary
materials). In practice one set a small number such that parameters are assumed
insensitive whenever their sensitivities are smaller than this small number, see
[37]. In this case, a threshold value of 10% ·max j(‖si j‖) is used.
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